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This poster looks at the impact of blockchain on musical industry and focuses on the impact of
blockchain on technological artists. In looking through the sector's supply chain, we argue that on-
demand streaming (such as Spotify and Apple Music) platforms have made it easy for consumers to
access music but have still created an interaction between artists and customers that results in the
inefficiency of royalty payment. Its purpose is to identify blockchain applications that enable artists to
disintegrate the industry and create more value from their own products. This paper examines some
applications and concepts related to blockchain, including smart agreements, record keeping, revenue
management and analytics of metadata. By introducing examples, we evaluate how companies market
this new model and how these models are confined to the current state of the art in the music industry.

SMART CONTRACT SYSTEM FOR ART PROVENCE
1. The contract shall be for the sale / stream sending of all music assets together with the IDs, the fiat 

value by asset and the number of sales per asset for that period. 

2. The contract shall be used for the sending. 

3. Once funds are notified and forwarded to the Smart Sales Contract

4. Their payments are calculated using the Sales Smart Contract for a music asset I d. 

5. When this is done, the funds can be withdrawn by right-holders. 

6. The Content Smart Contract shall withdraw from the sales 

7. Smart contract and award the percentage allocated to the holder of rights the

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

BLOCKCHAIN IN MUSIC INDUSTRY
In the Hype Cycle report for 2017 (Gartner Inc., 2017), the technology has been implemented
for five to 10 years. In this period, the report expected some focus to build convergence in
architectural styles (private and public), leading to similar functional characteristics of all
distributed ledgers. Moreover, "the viability of technologies, security (software and hardware),
scalability, legality and interoperability remain a concern," particularly as public leader books
appear to be inadequate for most companies. However, even with the technology in its initial
stages of development, it has great immediate potential for the purpose of disintermediation in
the music industry. Our research shows two main issues:
1. Lack of transactional information access;
2. The royalty payments ' inefficiencies; the technology
3. Blockchain can resolve both of these problems while maintaining transparency over the

whole chain. The applications opportunities go beyond traditional business models in the
industry, which allows artists and consumers to establish a closer relationship.
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Advantages Using Blockchain
Suppose an artist uploads a track or album into a new, blockchain-based streaming / for-sale
service. The band, performers and producers without middleman service immediately paid off
each sale or stream, preventing payment or bidding on the profit. All this is based on an
intelligent contract when the band publishes its work. A clever contract is a blockchain feature
that allows rules for how something works on a blockchain to be written down. This would
include, in relation to the stream or sale of a track or record, who did and who gets what. This
scenario is the main reason of the blockchain elimination of intermediaries who take heavy sums
into broker transactions. The result is a direct relationship between artists and consumers This
would enable fans to pay artists directly. Now imagine that the same band has an impact and
wants to try and break the mainstream marketing support a label offers. The terms and
conditions could be written down and added to a current smart contract that licenses the work of
the artist by way of agreements with the record label, publishing company and the Performing
Rights Organization that the band sets up. the terms and conditions. As a bonus, everyone could
share the data obtained to improve market segments in an equal and transparent manner to
enable everyone to enjoy collaboration. It is essentially published on a blockchain on a block
chain with a unique ID and time stamp, so that it is unalterable. Music streaming, labeling,
publishing and pro-computer services

Figure 1: Issues in current Music Industry

Currency is required to update a smart contract— to amend rights holder data in case of new
sales data being entered, or, for example, to disclose a new musical asset. The cryptocurrency
Ether and its associated blockchain have distinguished the majority of new blockchain
projects in the standard bearer, powering the majority. The key feature of a blockchain
Ethereum is its application flexibility. In other words, Ethereum offers developers in all
disciplines and industries the chance of adapting its technology to their needs and developing
their own digital currencies, enabling them to use the basic structure of their blockchain and
developing entirely new applications using unique interfaces in the form of digital assets
called "tokens."

FUNCTIONS OF THE MARKET PLACE

USING SMART CONTRACT SYSTEM

The current technology will offer additional token for purchase at or near the initial market price
to ensure that existing or prospective eMusic customers that have not bought token at their Token
Sales (or have used all those tokens that they have purchased so), have a sufficient number of
tokens to interact with the Platform. The same conditions would apply to such ongoing sales for
the principal sales, including KYC and AML controls. When the token is created and distributed,
token holders will immediately have the right to use the tokens to buy music and to take
advantage of the initial features. If no additional features are added in future, eMusic products
will remain the primary products, music downloads and fan activity, eMusic products have
provided their customers for approx. 20 years.

Figure 3: Smart contract steps 

Tokenizing means the transformation into a digital tokens of the underlying value of intellectual property
(e.g. rights to a song). Similarly, tokens may enable a person to share a "piece" or a percentage of the rights of
a song while receiving money acquired from a company's shares in an equity. Payment by tokens is facilitated
by secure, transparent, intelligent contracts built up on top of the blockchain.
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